Previously, we showed that the presence of high numbers of macrophages correlates with poor prognosis in nongynecological leiomyosarcoma (LMS). In gynecological LMS, a similar trend was noted but did not reach statistical significance. Colony-stimulating factor-1 (CSF1) is a major chemoattractant for macrophages. Here we show that in a subset of LMS cases, CSF1 is expressed by the malignant cells. Previously, we found that CSF1 is translocated and highly expressed in tenosynovial giant cell tumors (TGCTs), and this observation allowed us to identify genes that showed a coordinate expression with CSF1. Here, we evaluated the expression of CSF1 and TGCT-associated proteins in 149 cases of LMS. The coordinate expression of CSF1 and three TGCT-associated proteins (CD163, FCGR3a, and CTSL1) identified cases with poor prognosis in both gynecological LMS (P ‫؍‬ 0.00006) and nongynecological LMS (P ‫؍‬ 0.03). In gynecological LMS, the coordinate expression of these four markers was the only independent prognosticator in multivariate analysis (hazard ratio, 4.2; 95% CI, 1.12 to 16; P ‫؍‬ 0.03). Our findings indicate that CSF1 may play an important role in the clinical behavior of LMS that may open a window for new therapeutic reagents.
In recent years the association of tumor-associated macrophages with clinical outcome in human malignancies has been a subject of intense study. 1, 2 In several carcinomas (breast, prostate, endometrium, bladder, kidney, and esophagus) and lymphomas the presence of macrophages in the tumor stroma is associated with poor prognosis. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] In contrast, the presence of macrophages in colon, gastric carcinomas, and melanomas is associated with improved clinical outcome. 10 -12 Colony stimulating factor-1 (CSF1) is a cytokine that induces the proliferation and differentiation of macrophages and monocytes and is involved in the recruitment of monocytes into tumors. 13, 14 CSF1 can be produced by many different cell types including macrophages, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and tumor cells. Increased CSF1 serum levels have been found in several malignances, including breast carcinoma, ovarian cancer, and endometrial carcinoma. 15 The expression of epithelial CSF1 and CSF1R (colonystimulating factor-1 receptor) in metastases of ovarian carcinoma was shown to be associated with poor clinical outcome. 16 Leiomyosarcoma (LMS) is malignant tumor originating from smooth muscle cells. Two major subtypes exist, those that originate in the uterus and those that arise in extra-uterine soft tissues. Surgery is the main mode of treatment and chemotherapeutic approaches have met with little success. Despite their shared origin in smooth muscle cells for the gynecological and nongynecological LMS there are significant differences in the criteria that are used to determine malignancy in smooth muscle tumors from both sites. There are no shared biological prognosticators between the two types of LMS.
We recently reported that there is variable expression of macrophage-specific mRNAs (CD68 and CD163) in LMS but not in several other sarcomas, including synovial sarcoma and gastrointestinal tumors. The number of macrophages in LMS as determined by CD163 staining showed a significant association with poor clinical outcome in nongynecological LMS but not in gynecological LMS. 17 In addition to the mRNAs for CD68 and CD163, variable levels of expression for CSF1 and CSF1R mRNA were noted in LMS cases by gene expression profiling. However, gene expression profiling does not allow localization of the source of CSF1 mRNA to a specific cell type within the tumor. In an attempt to improve our ability to predict outcome in not only nongynecological LMS but also gynecological LMS, we decided to examine the role of CSF1 in LMS.
Here we show by in situ hybridization that LMS tumor cells can produce CSF1, suggesting that CSF1 expression by LMS cells is instrumental in attracting and stimulating tumor-associated macrophages. To identify additional genes that are coordinately expressed with CSF1, a set of 896 genes previously identified in tenosynovial giant cell tumor (TGCT) was used. TGCT is a neoplasm driven by a high levels of CSF1 expression caused by a chromosomal translocation involving the CSF1 gene. 18, 19 The high levels of secreted CSF1 attract many macrophages to the site of the lesion and the gene expression profile of TGCT can therefore be seen to represent to a great extent the a signature of genes responsive to CSF1. The expression of these 896 genes was subsequently analyzed in five independent, previously published breast carcinoma datasets and we identified 112 genes that were consistently and coordinately expressed in a subset of breast cancer cases from each of these five datasets. The expression of the CSF1 response signature in breast cancer was associated with higher tumor grade. 20 CSF1 and a subset of 71 genes from these 112 genes could be analyzed on 59 sarcomas, including 16 cases of LMS. The LMS cases, in contrast to the other sarcomas tested, showed variable levels of expression for these genes. We selected three markers from this geneset for which commercial antibodies were available (CD163, FCGR3a, and CTSL1) to study the expression in 149 cases of LMS. Here we show that the coordinate expression of CSF1 and the other three markers is a powerful tool to predict clinical outcome in not only the nongynecological LMS but also in gynecological LMS.
Materials and Methods

Case Material
For gene expression profiling frozen tissue from 59 tumors was used. This included a previously reported set of sarcomas consisting of 8 LMS, 10 TGCTs, 8 gastrointestinal stromal tumors, 8 gastrointestinal stromal tumors, 7 synovial sarcomas, 5 dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, and 5 solitary fibrous tumors. 17 To this set of 51 tumors we added an additional eight cases of LMS, which facilitated the visualization of variable gene expression within LMS. For in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry studies, we studied 149 LMS cases distributed over two TMAs (TA-121, and TA-201). All cases on the arrays consisted of material obtained at primary diagnosis. The TMAs were constructed using 0.6-mm cores with a manual tissue arrayer from Beecher Instruments, Silver Spring, MD. Survival information with a mean follow-up of 3.1 years (range, 1 month to 5 years) was available for all of the cases. The FNCLCC (Fédé ration Nationale des Centres de Lutte Contre le Cancer) 21 grading system was used for the nongynecological LMS. Gynecological LMS were classified according to tumor differentiation into three categories: well, moderate, and poorly differentiated. The diagnosis of LMS on hematoxylin and eosin-stained paraffin sections was based on morphological features. These findings consisted of intersecting groups of spindle cells with elongated nuclei and eosinophilic cytoplasm and/or immunohistochemistry staining (positive for smooth muscle actin and/or desmin and negative for CD117 and myogenin). Tumors with less obvious histological features of smooth muscle differentiation required, at a minimum, either both focal smooth muscle actin and desmin staining or strong diffuse smooth muscle actin staining to be included in the study.
Gene Expression Profiling and Gene Selection
The Human Exonic Evidence Based Oligonucleotide microarrays (HEEBO, Stanford) used in the study contain 44,544 70-mer probes that were designed using a transcriptome-based annotation of exonic structure for genomic loci. After confirmation of histology and the presence of viable tumor by frozen section, specimens were homogenized in Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and total RNA was extracted. The total RNA was reverse-transcribed into cDNA using a mixture of oligo dT (high performance liquid chromatography purified; Operon, Huntsville, AL) and random hexamer (catalog no. 27-2166-01; Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) primers with incorporation of amino allyl-dUTP (8439; Ambion, Austin, TX). Cy3 and Cy5 dyes (RPN 5661, Amersham) were used for indirect labeling of the cDNA from reference RNA (universal human reference RNA, catalog no. 740000; Stratagen, La Jolla, CA) and cDNA from tumor specimens, respectively. Microarray hybridization and washing was performed using standard procedures. 17, 22 Microarrays were scanned on a GenePix 4000 microarray scanner (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and fluorescence ratios (tumor/reference) were calculated using GenePix software. The new dataset was filtered to allow only spots with a ratio of signal over background of at least 2.0 in the Cy5 and 2.0 in the Cy3 channel. Gene centering was applied to the expression values for this series of tumors. Only genes with Ͼ90% available good data were analyzed.
In contrast to our previous study 17 in which we analyzed genes known to be expressed by macrophages and in which we counted the number of macrophages in LMS cases, we examine here CSF1 and a set of CSF1-related genes. We started out with 896 genes that are highly and specifically expressed in TGCTs. These CSF1-associated genes were identified in a previously published set of gene expression profiling data in which TGCTs were compared with a variety of other soft tissue neoplasms. 18 The resulting list of 896 genes was used to cluster five publicly available datasets of breast carcinomas and 112 genes with a highly coordinated pattern of expression that showed the ability to distinguish distinct subsets of breast tumors in each of the five datasets 20 were selected for analysis on the current 59 sarcoma samples (Supplemental Table 1 , see http://ajp.amjpathol.org). This CSF1 response geneset is highly enriched for genes involved in immune function and contains many genes known to be expressed in macrophages. Using the filtered dataset described above, 71 of 112 CSF1-related genes met the criteria on the series of 59 sarcomas used for this study (Supplemental Table 2 
Immunohistochemistry and in Situ Hybridization
Slides were cut from TA 121 and TA 201 at 4 m, deparaffinized in xylene, and hydrated in a graded series of alcohol. For immunohistochemistry, the primary antibodies used were FCGR3a (CD16) (MCA1816, mouse monoclonal, 1/40; AbD Serotec, Oxford, UK), CD163 (NCL-CD163, mouse monoclonal, 1:100, Novocastra, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK), CTSL1 (MCA2374, mouse monoclonal, 1/25; AbD Serotec); NCAM1(CD56) [18-0152, mouse monoclonal, 1/20; Zymed, South San Francisco, CA (Invitrogen)], and B3GAT1 (CD57) (347391, mouse monoclonal, 1/40; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). The antigen retrieval solution for FCGR3a, CD57, and CD56 was citrate, pH 6, and for CD163 was ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, pH 8. No antigen retrieval was performed for CTSL1. Slides were boiled by microwaving in antigen retrieval solution for 12 minutes. The immunohistochemical reactions were visualized using mouse versions of the EnVision ϩ system (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA) using diaminobenzidine, except for CD163, which was stained on a Benchmark autostainer (Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ). We performed CSF1 and CSF1R in situ hybridization on TMA sections based on a protocol published previously. [23] [24] [25] CD163/CSF1 double stains were generated by first performing CSF1 in situ hybridization with diaminobenzidine, followed by routine immunohistochemistry with CD163 using VIP (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). The scoring criteria are shown in Table 1 . Scores 1, 2, and 3 were considered positive. For each antibody the scoring criteria were chosen in such a manner that distinct subsets of LMS cases were detected. This was done before analysis of outcome data. Digital images from all stained cores are available through the Stanford tissue microarray database and the accompanying website (http://tma.
stanford.edu/tma_portal/LMS_CSF1/).
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Statistical Analysis
The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate diseasespecific survival (DSS) distributions. DSS was calculated from the time of diagnosis to the date of death of disease. Multivariate Cox regression analysis was used to study the relationship between survival and the different variables. The following variables were introduced into the analysis: age, FNLCC grade, cell differentiation, tumor size, presence of necrosis, mitotic count, and co-expression of CSF1, FCGR3a, CTSL1, and CD163 in LMS cases. To create Cox regression models with the subset of features that showed the strongest association with survival, we used forward step-wise variable selection using likelihood ratio. P values Յ0.05 were considered significant. Statistical calculations were performed using SPSS software v14.0 (Chicago, IL). Hierarchical cluster analysis of TMA-immunostaining results were realized using Deconvoluter 6 and TMA-Combiner 7 programs.
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Results
Clinicopathological Features of LMS Cases
The clinicopathological features for eight leiomyosarcoma cases previously analyzed by gene expression profiling 17 are summarized in Supplementary 
org).
The 149 LMS used in the two tissue arrays (TA-121, and TA-201) are described in Supplementary Table 5 (see http://ajp.amjpathol.org) and are the same as used previously. 17 Briefly, in the gynecological LMS cases (n ϭ 76), the median age was 51 years (range, 5 to 67 years). The tumor size ranged from 2 to 35 cm (average, 10.1 cm) and the most common location was uterus. The nongynecological LMS (n ϭ 73) presented a median age of 54 years (range, 13 to 81 years). There were more female than male (42 versus 31) patients, and the most common location for the tumor was retroperitoneum followed by limbs and the genitourinary system. The median tumor size was 9.9 cm (range, 1.2 to 34 cm). In both groups, the most common tumor grade was 2, using a three-tier grading scheme.
Gene Expression Profiling
The realization that the presence of tumor-associated macrophages is correlated with poor outcome in nongynecological LMS, and that it shows a trend for statistical significance in gynecological LMS 17 led us to investigate the role of CSF1, a major macrophage attractant. We had previously shown that a combination of several prognostic markers in breast carcinoma results in a robust stratification of carcinoma cases that correlates with outcome. 29 Rather than focusing on the CSF1 gene alone we hypothesized that coordinated expression of multiple CSF1-associated genes might similarly generate a more potent prognosticator. The identification and generation of the list of 112 CSF1-associated genes is described in the Materials and Methods. The mRNA levels of expression for CSF1, and 71 of the 112 CSF1 response genes that passed the filtering criteria across 16 LMS, 10 TGCTs, 8 gastrointestinal stromal tumors, 8 gastrointestinal stromal tumors, 7 synovial sarcomas, 5 dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, and 5 solitary fibrous tumors are shown in Figure 1 . As expected, the majority of the genes were highly expressed in all of the TGCTs, the tumor used to select the genelist. In contrast to most other sarcomas, the LMS cases showed a variable expression for many of CSF1 response genes, and there is coordinated expression in the moderate to high expression level range of these genes in individual cases.
To further evaluate this observation and to determine whether the core CSF1 response genes observed in breast carcinoma also show the highest levels of expression in LMS, we performed unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the 59 STTs including 16 LMS with the full set of 459 CSF1-related genes that passed quality-based filtering criteria. This analysis demonstrates a distinct subset of LMS that shows increased expression of a subset of the CSF1-related genes. Interestingly, the genes that are most highly expressed in this subset of LMS cases are the core CSF1 response genes identified in breast cancer as compared with the noncore TGCTrelated genes (mean log2 expression ratio for core CSF1 response genes ϭ 0.83 versus 0.16 for noncore TGCT-related genes, P Ͻ 0.0001). The expression of core CSF1 response genes in this LMS subset is significantly higher than is seen in other LMS and other STTs (mean log 2 expression ratio ϭ 0.83 in LMS with CSF1 response signature, compared with Ϫ0.15 in other LMS, and 0.26 in other STTs, P Ͻ 0.0001) (Supplemental Figure 1, see http://ajp.amjpathol.org). These findings support our hypothesis that a similar CSF1 response signature to that observed in a subset of breast carcinomas is also seen in a subset of leiomyosarcomas.
Only rare cases of synovial sarcomas and gastrointestinal stromal tumors showed coordinated expression of a significant number of CSF1 response genes, whereas the majority of gastrointestinal stromal tumors showed increased expression for only a few of the CSF1 response genes (especially CTSL1). This pattern of TGCT-related gene expression in LMS but not in others tumors suggests a potential role of this signature in LMS behavior. In general, the gene expression intensity in the LMS cases was weaker than in TGCT most likely attributable to the fact that the latter tumor is composed mostly of macrophages.
We selected markers from the list of 71 core CSF1 response genes for which antibodies were available that react in paraffin-embedded tissue to analyze two LMS TMAs with outcome data. We used commercial antibodies against FCGR3a (CD16), CTSL1, and CD163 for immunohistochemical staining of these tissue arrays; CSF1, and CSF1R were studied by in situ hybridization. 2350
CSF1/CSF1R Expression in LMS
The expression of CSF1 and CSF1R was studied by in situ hybridization. CSF1 reactivity was seen in 98 LMS cases (98 of 144, 68%). In these cases, CSF1 was expressed in the tumor cells and not in the macrophages as identified by morphology and by double staining with CD163 ( Figure 2, A-D) . In 70 LMS cases (70 of 98, 71%) the staining was weak (1 to 4 paranuclear dot-like stains per cell in at least 5% of the cells), whereas in 28 LMS (28 of 98, 29%) the expression was strong (Ͼ5 paranuclear dot-like stains per cell in more than 5% of the cells). The number of CSF1-positive LMS cases in the nongynecological and gynecological group was 53 (53 of 71, 74%), and 45 (45 of 73, 62%) respectively (Table 2) .
CSF1R could be evaluated in only 89 LMS cases because of the high background in many samples. In contrast to CSF1, CSF1R was expressed both in the tumor cells and macrophages (Figure 2, E and F) . CSF1R was expressed in 46 LMS (46 of 89, 52%). In the majority of the CSF1R-positive cases, CSF1 was also expressed (38 of 46, 83%). 
FCGR3a Expression in LMS
CTSL1 Expression in LMS
Cathepsin L (CTSL1) is a lysosomal cysteine protease highly expressed in macrophages, where it is responsible for the degradation and turnover of intracellular proteins. 31 CTSL1 was also reported to be expressed in a variety of epithelial tumor cells and is thought to be important in tumor progression. [32] [33] [34] In the LMS cases the staining pattern was granular and cytoplasmic and was expressed predominantly in cells with morphological features of macrophages, as described above (Figure 3) . In two cases, the tumor cells also expressed CTSL1. For scoring we only considered the CTSL1 expression in the macrophages. Of 129 LMS cases, 71 (55%) were positive for CTSL1. The majority of the positive cases showed a score 2 staining pattern (31 of 71, 44%). In 21 cases (21 of 71, 29%) the score was 1, and in 19 cases (19 of 71, 28%) the score was 3. The LMS cases positive for CTSL1 in the nongynecological and gynecological groups were 40 (40 of 64, 62%) and 31 (31 of 65, 48%), respectively. 
CD163 Expression in LMS
As described previously, 17 CD163 macrophages were present in the majority of the LMS cases, but different numbers of macrophages were present in different tumors. CD163 was positive in the majority of LMS cases (131 of 149, 88%), and in most the cases more than 25 CD163-positive cells per 0.6 mm tumor core were present (65 of 149, 43%). In the nongynecological LMS group, 63 cases (63 of 73, 86%) were positive [(score 2: 32 of 73 (44%) and score 3: 31 of 73 (42%)] for CD163, whereas in the gynecological LMS group, 68 cases (68 of 76, 89%) were positive [(score 2: 34 of 76 (45%) and score 3: 34 of 76 (45%)] ( Table 2) .
Co-Expression of CSF1, FCGR3a, CTSL1, and CD163 in LMS
To study the coordinated expression of CSF1-and TGCTrelated proteins, we analyzed 125 LMS cases for which stained cores could be evaluated for all four markers studied. Of those 125 LMS cases, 62 cases were gynecological and 63 nongynecologic. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis (average linkage method) with CSF1, FCGR3a, CTSL1, and CD163 identified a distinctive group characterized by co-expression of these four markers in gynecological and nongynecological LMS (Figure 3 ). Fourteen LMS cases (14 of 62, 23%) in the gynecological group and 28 cases (28 of 63, 44%) in the nongynecological LMS showed a coordinated expression of CSF1, FCGR3a, CTSL1, and CD163.
Association of CSF1, FCGR3a, CTSL1, and CD163 with Prognosis
Kaplan-Meier analysis for individual antibodies and the CSF1 in situ hybridization probe showed variable degrees of correlation with outcome in the two LMS groups (Supplemental Figure 3 , see http://ajp.amjpathol.org). All individual markers showed at least a trend for correlation with poor outcome in both gynecological and nongynecological LMS. In the case of CD163, as previously demonstrated, 17 only the nongynecological LMS showed a significant association with poor survival.
The co-expression of CSF1 and the three TGCT-related markers (FCGR3a, CTSL1, and CD163) identified 14 gynecological leiomyosarcomas and 28 nongynecological leiomyosarcomas. These patients had a worse 5-year DSS than those who did not co-express the four markers. In fact, all 14 patients with gynecological LMS died within 5 years (0% versus 58%; P ϭ 0.00006 in the gynecological group, and 53% versus 74%; P ϭ 0.03 in the nongynecological LMS cases) (Figure 4, A and B) . In gynecological LMS, mitotic index and tumor size were also associated with poor survival in a univariate analysis (Table 3) . Only the co-expression of CSF1, CTSL1, FCGR3a, and CD163 in the LMS cases was independently associated with a worse DSS in a multivariate analysis (hazard ratio for death, 4.2; 95% CI, 1.12 to 16; P ϭ 0.03). We used a forward stepwise technique of automated model building to create a Cox regression model based on the subset of features most predictive of prognosis. In this analysis in gynecological LMS, the CSF1 response signature (hazard ratio for death, 3.5; 95% CI, 1.1 to 11.0; P ϭ 0.04) and mitotic index (hazard ratio for death, 2.1; 95% CI 1.0 to 4.5; P ϭ 0.05) were selected as the strongest predictors of DSS and the other traditional clinicopathological features were not included in the model.
In the nongynecological LMS, tumor size, and the coordinated expression of CSF1, CTSL1, FCGR3a, and CD163 were associated with DSS in a univariate analysis. As previously described, in this set of nongynecological LMS, the FNCLCC grading system did not predict clinical outcome (Table 3) . 17 In the multivariate analysis of nongynecological LMS incorporating age, size, grade, mitotic index, necrosis, cellular differentiation, and the CSF1 response signature, no features in the model were significantly predictive of prognosis. However, using the forward stepwise approach of automated model building, the CSF1 response signature was selected as the feature most predictive of outcome (hazard ratio for death, 3.9; 95% CI 1.2 to 12.6; P ϭ 0.03) and was the only feature included in the Cox regression model. Because of the limited clinical information in our LMS cases we were unable to include tumor stage in the survival analysis.
Finally, to see if a smaller number of CSF1 response markers could predict outcome as well as the CSF1 response signature we performed a Cox regression analysis with forward step-wise variable selection using likelihood ratio. The input variables were: CSF1 response signature, CSF1, FCGR3a, CTSL1, and CD163. This analysis showed that in gynecological LMS, the CSF1 response signature is significantly better at predicting survival than any of the markers alone (or a smaller combination) (hazard ratio for death, 6.4; 95% CI 2.3 to 18.1; P ϭ 0.0005). In the multivariate model for nongynecological LMS, only CSF1 was chosen as the most predictive of outcome (hazard ratio for death, 6.99; 95% CI 0.93 to 52.4; P ϭ 0.06). The coordinate expression of the four genes in a subset of LMS cases associated with poor outcome indicates a functional relationship. In fact, each of the four markers shows significant correlation in expression in pairwise analyses, all with P Ͻ 0.019 as shown in Supplementary 
org).
These results show that the presence of CSF1 mRNA in the tumor cells and coordinate expression of the CSF1-associated genes (CTSL1, FCGR3a, CD163) in the tumor stroma is an indicator of poor prognosis in LMS. In our previous study the correlation between outcome and the number of histiocytes did not reach statistical significance in gynecological LMS. 17 Using CSF1 and three TGCT related markers we now find statistically significant differences in survival in both the gynecological and nongynecological LMS.
Discussion
Recently we reported that macrophage infiltrates, as detected by CD163 and CD68 expression, are associated with poor outcome in LMS. 17 In that report we focused primarily on genes known to be expressed by macro- (35) *FNCLCC grading system was used to classify nongynecological LMS. We classified the gynecological LMS based on cellular differentiation. † LMS that co-expressed all four markers (CSF1, CTSL1, FCGR3a, and CD163) were considered CSF1 signature-positive. LMS that failed to express at least one or more of the four markers were called CSF1 signature-negative.
5DSS, 5-year disease-specific survival rate in percentage (number of cases); NS, not statistically significant.
phages. In an effort to further evaluate the role of tumorassociated macrophages in LMS we focused in the current study on a major biological chemoattractant for macrophages, CSF1. CSF1 (M-CSF) is a cytokine that binds to the tyrosine kinase receptor CSF1R and contributes to macrophage recruitment. Here we show that CSF1 is expressed by the LMS tumor cells, and CSF1R is expressed in both macrophages and cancer cells. In addition, we sought to evaluate the expression of other genes whose expression might be driven by CSF1 in LMS. We previously defined a CSF1 response gene set by identifying genes highly and specifically expressed in TGCT, a lesion driven by a chromosomal translocation involving CSF1, 18 and showed that a core subset of these genes show coordinate expression in the breast carcinoma microenvironment. 20 We have labeled this core set of 112 genes, the "CSF1 response gene set." In the current study, we show that this CSF1 core response gene set is variably expressed only in LMS but not in several other sarcomas. We have evaluated the expression of CSF1 and three genes from the core response gene set (FCGR3a, CD163, and CTSL1) on LMS TMAs. The use of multiple prognostic markers has been proven to be superior to the use of a single marker in several cancers. 29, 35 Univariate analysis of disease-specific survival for CSF1, FCGR3a, CD163, and CTSL1 showed that with the exception of CTSL1, none of these markers alone showed significant correlation with survival for both types of LMS. In contrast, the coordinate expression of CSF1 and the three CSF1 response genes was significantly associated with poor survival for both gynecological and nongynecological LMS, and the coordinate expression of the four markers showed stronger association with survival than CTSL1 alone.
The majority of the CSF1 response genes are related to inflammation and immune response. 20 In fact, through ontological analysis we found that most of the genes were linked to groups related to inflammation including response to biotic stimulus group, defense response group, immune response group, response to pest, pathogen, or parasite group, and response to other organism group (all groups with a P Ͻ 9.92E-16). Additional detailed information can be downloaded from the supplemental information from Beck and colleagues. 20 Filtering the TGCT-related genes through breast carcinoma before applying the reduced core CSF1 response signature to the LMS, may result in the identification of a core gene signature that is present in breast cancer but not necessarily present in LMS. To evaluate this possibility, we performed unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the 59 soft tissue sarcomas including 16 LMS with the full list of 459 TGCT-related genes that passed filtering criteria. This analysis demonstrates a distinct cluster of LMS cases that is defined by increased expression of the core CSF1 response genes identified previously in breast cancer with significantly increased expression of the core CSF1 response genes compared with the noncore TGCT-related genes. These findings support our hypothesis that the CSF1 response signature observed in a subset of breast carcinoma is also seen in a subset of leiomyosarcomas.
Based on our findings, we propose a model of macrophage-tumor interaction in LMS where CSF1 plays a central role. CSF1 is produced by the leiomyosarcoma tumor cells and plays an important role in attraction of CD163 ϩ FCGR3a ϩ CTSL1 ϩ macrophages into the tumor (paracrine effect), although other cytokines can also be involved in this function, such as CCL2 36 (which is also present in the CSF1 core response gene set). Subsequently these macrophages may produce cytokines that promote tumor growth, angiogenesis, extracellular matrix breakdown, invasion, and metastasis.
1,2 CSF1 may also promote tumor growth through the interaction with CSF1R on the tumor cells (autocrine effect). Both the macrophage cytokines and CSF1 may be necessary to produce an adverse effect in the LMS patients. This model can also be implicated not only in breast carcinoma and leiomyosarcoma but also in other tumors. However, the presence of the same host response in different tumors does not necessarily imply same clinical behavior. In fact, macrophage infiltration can be associated with different outcome depending on the tumor type [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Alternatively, there is data suggesting that different macrophages may mediate opposite effects such as activity against tumor cells versus tumor progression (angiogenesis). 37 The potential role of the CSF1 pathway in LMS pathogenesis has important clinical implications, because CSF1 can now be targeted through anti-CSF1 antibodies or CSF1R inhibitors. 38 Recently, imatinib was shown to inhibit CSF1R and was successfully used to treat a patient with relapsing pigmented villonodular synovitis/ TGCT. 39 These observations suggest the potential therapeutic utility of measuring expression of CSF1 and the three TGCT-related proteins in LMS tumor samples to identify patients most likely to respond to CSF1-targeted therapies.
The most frequently used grading systems for soft tissue sarcomas are those defined by the National Cancer Institute and the FNCLCC. 40 Little is known about the performance of these grading systems within soft tissue leiomyosarcomas. Coindre and colleagues 41 showed that the FNCLCC grading system was the strongest predictor for metastasis in pleomorphic sarcomas, unclassified sarcomas and synovial sarcomas. However in 148 cases of leiomyosarcoma studied, they found that the FNCLCC grading system performed less well, with bone or neurovascular involvement forming a more powerful predictor while tumor size had a similar prognostic effect on outcome as grade. 41 In contrast, Gustafson and colleagues 42, 43 found that vascular invasion and necrosis were independent predictors for poor prognosis in soft tissue LMS, but grade did not correlate with outcome. In the series of 73 cases of soft tissue leiomyosarcomas that are the subject of this study, the FNCLCC grading system did not correlate with outcome. 17 Therefore, the ability to predict outcome in nongynecological LMS using the CSF1 core genes described in this study may aid clinicians in the management of these tumors. The FNCLCC grading system was not designed for gynecological LMS. The most important prognostic factor for uterine LMS is tumor stage. 44, 45 Other factors such as mitotic index remain controversial. Pautier and colleagues 44 found that mitotic index was the second best prognostic marker, after stage, in a multivariate analysis with 78 uterine LMS. Mayerhofer and colleagues 45 studied 71 uterine LMS and the mitotic index did not correlate with survival in a multivariate analysis with stage (FIGO), age, and mitotic count. In the 76 gynecological LMS cases studied in the current report, the mitotic count correlated with survival (P ϭ 0.003, Table 3 ) in a univariate analysis. However, it was not independently associated with survival in a multivariate analysis. The coordinated expression of CSF1 and the three CSF1 related proteins was the only factor associated with clinical outcome in multivariate analysis.
In this study, we have shown that the co-expression of CSF1 and CSF1 response proteins (CD163, FCGR3a, and CTSL1) is correlated with poor prognosis in both nongynecological and gynecological LMS. This finding offers insight into the pathogenesis of LMS and suggests that the measurement of CSF1 and CSF1 response proteins, if confirmed on an independent sample set in LMS, could be useful in clinical practice to identify those LMS patients with the highest risk of poor outcome. Identification of these patients may aid clinicians in determining which patients require more aggressive treatment. Furthermore, this is the first study to demonstrate that CSF1 is produced by LMS tumor cells in a subset of cases suggesting that CSF1 production by LMS tumor cells plays an important role in tumor-associated macrophage recruitment. Conceivably, measurement of the expression of CSF1 and CSF1 response genes in LMS could assist in not only predicting prognosis in LMS but also identifying patients most likely to respond to therapies targeted at CSF1 and the CSF1 response pathway.
